
HD Black Line Mirrors 
Proven to Reduce Glare up to 80 %1

Superior Brilliance & Color 
HD Mirror provides superior 
brilliance and color for quicker 
and more accurate visibility of 
the mouth.2

• 113 %2 reflection factor for 
 exceptional image clarity

• 38.5 %2 brighter than rhodium 
 coated mirror glass

• 50 %2 brighter than other front 
 surface mirror glass

Diamond Like Carbon (DLC) Coating
The durable black matte coating reduces 

the glare compared to a standard metal 
mirror head and handle. This helps to 

reduce strain and fatigue as the user  
does not need to adapt their viewing 

position due to unwanted shine.

Enhanced Contrast & Visual Acuity
The black color of the coating 
creates a distinct contrast between 
the instrument, the tooth and/or the 
surrounding tissue allowing for easy 
identification intraorally.1

Ergonomic Handle 
The large diameter handle increases 
control, provides maximum comfort 
and reduces hand fatigue, creating an 
ergonomically friendly handle option.

Instrumentation and 
Procedural Products

See your patients—not your instruments. Glare interferes with visibility. Reducing this disruption to 
your visibility allows you to see more detail and offer more accurate patient care. HD Black Line 
Mirrors are engineered to optimize clinical outcomes by delivering superior visibility throughout any 
dental procedure. The reduced glare properties of the DLC coating and clarity of the HD mirror 
glass facilitates quicker and more accurate visibility intraorally.

Reduces  
Glare Up  
To 80 %1

I wear loupes with a LED light and noticed a significant 
difference in the amount of glare reflecting back into 
my field of vision during patient care, allowing me to 
see more detail. I realized, at the end of my clinical 
day, I had less eye strain when I used the HD Black 
Line Mirrors.

 Tami Wanless, RDH, MED
BEFORE AFTER



HD Black Line Mirrors are not just for hygiene exam procedures. Complete your kit no matter the setup!3

General Exam Basic Hygiene Exam Perio

Restorative Endodontic Surgical

Cone Socket Thread European Thread

PARTCODES & DESCRIPTIONS

MIR5DSHDB 
#5 Double-sided HD Mirror, Cone 
Socket, Black Line, Single Pack 

MIR5DSHDBE 
#5 Double-sided HD Mirror, 
European, Black Line, Single Pack

MIR5HDB 
#5 Single-Sided HD Mirror, Cone 
Socket, Black Line, Single Pack 

MIR5HDBE 
#5 Single-Sided HD Mirror, 
European, Black Line, Single Pack 

MH6B 
Cone Socket Mirror Handle, Satin Steel, Black Line

MHE6B 
European Mirror Handle, Satin Steel, Black Line

1) When comparing the Hu-Friedy DLC coated mirror head and handle to the Hu-Friedy non-coated stainless-steel mirror head and handle.  
2) Data on file and available upon request. 3) HD Black Line Mirrors sold separately.
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Enhance Your Set-Ups with HD Black Line Mirrors
Instrumentation and 
Procedural Products

Visit us online at HuFriedyGroup.com/Mirrors
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